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Michelle Chau sitting in a common area where she rents a small living space in a co-
sharing building in the Mong Kok district of Hong Kong. — AFP photos

Jezz Ng siting at her desk where she rents a small living space in a co-sharing building
in the Mong Kok district.

Finance worker Adrian Law eats a delivered meal while
watching television in his studio apartment.

For city dwellers, adaptability comes in handy in the
kitchen. Urban kitchens are typically tiny, presenting
storage challenges. And for food storage, there’s also

the frequent problem of unwelcome houseguests, like mice
or bugs. Luckily, there’s a lot of great gear to keep perish-
ables and pantry goods organized and protected, much of
it pretty stylish too. Alex Weibel, senior food editor at
Rachael Ray Every Day magazine, spends a lot of time
cooking and developing recipes in her tiny Brooklyn, New
York, kitchen. When her cookbooks began to buckle her
cabinetry, she realized it was time to triage the collection.
“I moved my aspirational cookbooks to shelves outside the
kitchen,” she says.

And then she used the same approach with everything
else. “Anything not vital to daily activity doesn’t belong on
kitchen shelves,” she says. “I disguise visible pantry stor-
age in attractive vessels, like vintage Pyrex containers
which are easily stackable. And I live by the ‘first in, first
out’ mantra I learned in culinary school, strategically posi-
tioning perishables in the front so they get used first.”
Weibel went to Home Depot for a large wire shelf to mount
on an empty wall, and stows her hundreds of spice contain-
ers on it. “Now my spices are easily accessible, and look
charming,” she says. You can also mount metal-lidded jars

under cabinetry by affixing a sturdy, strong magnetic strip.
Yamazaki Home’s under-cabinet white metal storage

shelf is a handy place for resealable bags or tea towels.
Rolling chef’s tables or carts with wooden tops provide
more surface and storage in tiny kitchens with limited
counter space. The cart’s shelves and baskets can house
hand mixers or other small appliances. Don’t forget about
the inside of cabinet doors. A short curtain rod attached to
the inside of a cabinet can hold small tools on ring clips;
put a peel ‘n’ stick cork panel behind it for a message
board. A larger rod under the sink can stow spray bottles,
paper towels and trash bag rolls.

Freezer and dishwasher safe
Lowe’s spokesman Matt Michaels has a pro tip for

keeping the fridge functioning well: “Clean door seals reg-
ularly with soap and water.” He says dirt and grime can
prevent a tight seal, so the fridge doesn’t stay cold. “Test
your seals by sliding a piece of paper in the closed fridge
door; if it falls out, it’s time to replace them.” For counter-
tops or cabinets, consider a system of matching containers
that stack and stow seamlessly together. Rubbermaid’s
Brilliance storage set, made of BPA-proof plastic, is leak-
proof, air-tight and stain-resistant, with sturdy latches.

Vents allow for microwaving, and the pieces not only stack
but are freezer and dishwasher safe. There’s also a system
for produce, called FreshWorks. Its containers have trays in
the bottom and a vent on the lid that keep moisture away

and increase airflow to keep fruits and vegetables from
spoiling too quickly in the fridge.

Glasslock’s Slimline low-profile lidded set is made of
tempered microwave-safe glass. And the Pyrex sets can go
straight from fridge to oven. Identify all the containers
using erasable food storage labels. Target has a set of sleek
stainless steel canisters for cereals, pasta or baking essen-
tials. A steel rack stowed in a cabinet will hold pot lids, pie
pans, and baking and roasting sheets more efficiently than
stacking. There’s also a collection of glass storage cylinders
with decorative stained wood tops. Pest removal and pre-
vention services may be provided by landlords, or you can
try some non-chemical methods, like those Katie Voytasek,
of LA Best Pest Control, posts on http://www.forrent.com.
As soon as you bring food home, for instance, transfer it
out of its paper, cardboard or Styrofoam packaging and
into pest-proof receptacles. Cleaning is key to keeping a
small urban kitchen prep-ready and pest-free. Attend to
dishes and counters right away. That includes the dish-
washer. If it’s got dirty dishes in it for too long, roaches and
ants will find their way in. — AP

Photo provided by Rubbermaid shows Rubbermaid’s
FreshWorks food storage system, which have vented lids
and crisper trays that keep foods like fruits and vegeta-
bles fresher longer. — AP photos

Storage for the urban kitchen

As housing prices spiral in Hong Kong, young
professionals are living in ever-shrinking
spaces, with box-like “nano-flats” and co-
shares touted as fashionable solutions. Blocks
of sleek miniature apartments packed with

mod cons are springing up around the densely packed
city, pitched as an attractive and more affordable lifestyle
choice, but still at an eye-watering cost.  Finance worker
Adrian Law, 25, paid more than HK$6 million ($765,000)
two years ago for his tiny studio apartment in a new
development in the gentrified Sai Ying Pun neighborhood.
The slim glass building squeezes four apartments onto
each floor and includes “nano-flats”, a new term for homes
of under 215 square feet (20 square meters).

Law’s studio is a fraction bigger at 292 square feet,
with a price per square foot of nearly HK$20,000. He has
adapted to the limited space by buying transformable fur-
niture-his bed folds away against the wall to reveal a desk
tucked underneath-and he keeps most of his belongings at
his parents’ home.  But with a fingerprint-activated door
lock, washing machine, TV, fridge and even curtains, Law
says the flat came with everything he needed. “Property
developers are marketing the concept to buyers that they
only need a place to sleep and can do anything else out-
side,” he told AFP, admitting he eats mostly take-away
food as the kitchen is too small for cooking.

Law’s parents helped him put down a 30 percent
deposit when he bought the apartment and he sees it as an
investment. He pays HK$24,000 per month for the mort-
gage, around 40 percent of his salary. “One can only get
into a winning position by owning a place,” he said.  “If
you’re renting, you are spending all your money without
gaining anything at the end.”

Health threat 
Hong Kong’s real estate is the most expensive in the

world, with median house prices at 19.4 times median
incomes-the worst ratio globally according to the Annual
Demographia International Housing Affordability Survey
2018. Property prices have been fuelled by an influx of
money from wealthy mainland Chinese investors and
developers, and the city government stands accused of

failing to control the red-hot property market. More than
60 percent of new flats under 430 sq ft are taken up by
investment buyers, according to government figures.

With the ability to buy a flat increasingly out of reach
for the majority of Hong Kong’s 7.4 million residents,
developers are creating smaller spaces to reach a wider
market.  Under Hong Kong law there is no limit to how
small a flat can be. Ryan Ip, senior researcher at public
policy think tank Our Hong Kong Foundation, describes it
as an “unhealthy” trend with developers putting profit
above quality of life.  “If you count the per-square-foot
price for smaller-size flats, it is even higher than larger
flats,” said Ip, who believes mental and physical health will
suffer if properties continue to shrink.

Rental prices have also rocketed and the wait for gov-
ernment-subsidized public housing can be five years. Ip
says expanding land supply by any means, including recla-
mation from the sea, is the only way to solve the affordable
housing shortage. But other local land research groups
argue Hong Kong should develop under-utilized brown-
field sites and idle government land first. The government
is considering a host of options, from new artificial islands

to developing the city’s cherished country parks.
Designers are also putting forward their own new con-
cepts, including converting concrete pipes into living
spaces and transforming shipping containers into homes.

Sharing space 
Many poorer Hong Kong residents resort to renting

dingy “subdivided” flats apartments carved up into multi-
ple living spaces.  But even for those on a good salary, a
decent home is often unaffordable. Jezz Ng, 29, earns a
monthly wage of HK$32,000 as a teacher and has chosen
to live in a new co-share housing set-up, rather than
shelling out for her own rent. At weekends she goes home
to her parents. Ng shares a unit with seven other women
where she has her own small room, which can fit a single
bed and a desk. 

Housed in a revitalized residential building in the work-
ing class neighborhood of Yau Ma Tei, privately owned
Bibliotheque offers 166 bed spaces across 15 units, with
monthly rents ranging from HK$3,500 to HK$6,200. All
tenants have access to communal facilities, from shower
areas and a kitchen to activity rooms and study rooms.
“When I started to look for places to rent, my maximum
budget was $8,000 including utilities, but a simple, decent
studio room could easily go over this price,” Ng told AFP.

She now pays $5,600 per month, which she says
allows her to support her parents financially and pay her
sister’s tuition fees for a master’s degree-a common
practice for young adults who are working. Ng adds she
feels less cramped than when she lived at home.  Founder
of the co-share, Keith Wong, says it is designed for
young professionals who need time to “accumulate
wealth” by limiting their outgoings.  For now it is an ideal
solution, says Ng. “I want to strive for an apartment, but
at the moment, there’s no way for me to achieve that
goal,” she explained. “Even though I have a stable job
and the salary goes up steadily, it will never catch up
with the increase in property prices.”— AFP

Tight squeeze for Hong Kong’s
young professionals

Finance worker Adrian Law eats a delivered meal while watching television in his
studio apartment.

Michelle Chau sits on her bed where she rents a small living space in a co-
sharing building in the Mong Kok district of Hong Kong. 

A general view of a co-sharing building where residents
can rent a small living space in the Mong Kok district of
Hong Kong.

Jezz Ng sits on her bed where she rents a small living space in a co-sharing
building in the Mong Kok district.

A general view from the studio apartment of finance
worker Adrian Law.

Finance worker Adrian Law is seen shutting the blinds in
his studio apartment.


